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Arriving in Almere, outside Amsterdam reminded me of my only trip to Milton 
Keynes indeed. The retort city, founded in 1976, has since mutated into 
Holland’s fifth largest community. It hosts a pavilion structure on stilts, which, 
designed by Paul Robbrecht and Hilde Daem for Documenta IX, found a 
second home here in 1994. Despite its close proximity to the cities railway 
station, signage to the Museum de Paviljoens is lacking and local politicians 
are now trying to get rid of the building perhaps in exchange for a state of the 
art centre.  Another transfer, if not demolition, seems imminent. 
Barbara Visser’s exhibition is here. The artist herself is, sometimes, too. Her 
work deals with the uncertain relationships between registration and 
dramatisation, ideas that emerge as much in her performance as in her text or 
lens-based works. While influenced by modernist design, the artist also 
addresses aspects of authorship and institutional critique.  
Upon entering the viewer is greeted by a large explanatory wall text, translated 
from Dutch into English by web application Babel fish and consequently 
rendered grammatically erroneous. While this gesture can be interpreted as 
comment on the packaging of exhibitions and current obsessions with 
accessibility the text has an intrinsic value connected to Visser’s own name and 
reflects some of the digressing strategies inherent to her work.  
Visser’s emblematic video Lecture on Lecture with Actress (1997/2004), for 
example, takes its origins in a Lecture with Actress, where the mix up comedy 
aspect is transferred into the plot itself: a symposium on reality as fiction with 
an actress representing the artist on a panel discussion. The second layer, 
Lecture on Lecture, was performed with yet another actress proxying Visser in 
front of the primary footage at Münzclub, Berlin. The ultimate incarnation of 
the project is Last Lecture. Though not yet performed the work exists as 
photomontage. Visser was planning to perform Last Lecture in Almere but 
deferred for different reasons. The artist’s personal (non-) presence is equally 
important as the viewer’s response to her initial output, which also appears on 
record. 
For Portret von de Kusteneer (1992/2006), Visser had her portrait made by 
different street artists around the globe. Although meant for display with paper 
clips, the works were returned framed from the collection of the Boijmans Van 
Beuningen in Rotterdam. Visser refused to show the series in its current state 
and went on to produce black and white photo wallpaper for the show 
featuring a rearrangement of the individual works as amalgamated one. Thus 
Boijmans museum plaid a vital role in proceeding to the next step of the 
layering process for this work, something the artist calls ‘translation’. 
A veranda connects the pavilions as exhibition spaces. In the succeeding 
pavilion five black and white photographs feature a presumably dead, washed 
up immigrant on a rocky beach surrounded by what appears to be a fashion 
photographers stet up. In proximity a sunbathing holidaymaker is reading the 
Corriera della Serra with headline „Impronte digitali per gli imigranti“ (NOTE 
TO EDITORS : TRANSLATE HEADLINE TO ENGLISH AS FOOTNOTE?). 
First shown as public bus shelter installation around Nice, The world belongs 
to early risers (2002), acquires disquieting significance in the current 
xenophobic climate of Holland. It is in this work, where one can attribute 



apparent political motivation to Visser, otherwise primarily concerned with a 
formalist approach to art making. 
Through her collaboration with designer Laurenz Brunner for this project, 
Visser’s oeuvre has gained another layer of abstraction, carefully constructed 
and already made visible in the series of art magazine adverts for the show. 
The ally extends to the prominent application of large print labels, itself taken 
from an accompanying newspaper handout. A book is also part of the project. 
It takes its title from an old message on the artist’s voicemail: Barbara Visser 
is er niet (Engl.: Barbara Visser is not here). Designed by one of Holland most 
innovative practitioners Mevis & van Deursen, the publication adopts the same 
seemingly non-linear structure as the artists other work. Yet the at times 
wonders if the creation of artificial opaqueness is compulsory or unnecessarily 
obstructs our understanding of the message conveyed. Behind a barred railing 
the double projection Actor & Liar (2003) can be viewed on a suspended 
screen. One witnesses a conversation with an entrepreneur who serves a 
prison sentence for selling land parcels on the moon. Actor & Liar makes the 
distinction between lying and believing something to be true or false visible. 
The piece, albeit an intriguing report, misses the clear structure of Lecture on 
Lecture with Actress and thus adds to Visser’s hybrid methodology of tangling 
narratives. In parallel to the Paviljoens shell’ itinerant trajectory, Visser’s 
oeuvre develops an aura which seems reliant on its continuous reinvention and 
re-examination. The viewers sense of perception is challenged by the 
untangling and trailing of individual records over time.  
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